Introducing his paper Cornell said that getting Georgia right is not an easy task and that it is too early for a definitive understanding of recent history. The paper seeks first to illustrate the importance of Georgia to the EU. Second, it seeks to offer a tentative assessment of Saakashvili's legacy and third, to investigate where Georgia goes next. He continued to contextualise the debate in relation to Ukraine and the greater Eastern Neighbourhood, saying that there has been conflict with Russia since before Georgia became an independent state. Cornell argued that in the Georgian context, the Eastern Partnership agreement was a successful initiative considering the time and economic circumstances. Cornell supported the comments made by Dzurinda with regard to the successful building of state institutions. He argued that you can build a state without democracy but you cannot build democracy without a state.
Turning to a brief examination of the current government in Georgia, Cornell made reference to the claims of selective justice and argued that the onus is on the Georgian government to show that it is not pursuing selective justice. He continued to comment that he perceives a leadership vacuum in the current government and that politicians have failed to develop strong political personalities. This new government is trying to combine positive foreign relations with Russia, NATO and the EU but Cornell doubts the sustainability of this policy. One of the main reasons that Georgia remains strategically important to the EU is the perception of Georgia as a corridor with regard to energy, military movement, civilian transportation and inter-continental trade. Cornell highlighted the normative aspect of the Eastern Partnership agreements; if Russia succeeds in undermining transitions to democracy in its influence zone then the EU's Eastern Partnership will be ripped to shreds.
As the first speaker on the panel, Sabanadze began by considering the importance to both parties of the EUGeorgia relationship. She considers the EU a magnetic normative power which protect s its interests by defusing these norms through its interactions with other actors. As such the EU must be interested in Georgian security and in fact should provide it. She also referred to Georgia as a corridor of strategic importance to the EU. Considering the role of Russia in this context she highlighted that it operates in a realist paradigm thereby forcing the EU into a situation in which it is not comfortable. How the EU proceeds is of fundamental importance to Georgia. In answer to the claims of selective justice Sabanadze acknowledged that the perception is very real and must be dealt with by the current government.
Samadashvili asked Kandelaki if the UNM should put its hands up and acknowledge the shortcomings of its former governance. Kandelaki responded that the party is on the record accepting responsibility for certain problems and highlighted the peaceful concession to electoral defeat displayed by the party. He continued to say that the current government is obsessed with retribution which ultimately harms both sides and that there is a refusal by the government to accept UNM as an opposition party. To demonstrate his disquiet Kandelaki pointed out three key issues of concern to him. First, there has been pre-trial detention of political figures, second, charges have been dropped against local level politicians when they have changed political affiliation and third, the sheer number of times people are being interrogated which, he fears, leads to political disengagement.
Lopo began by saying that a lesson has been learned by the EU from events in Ukraine; Association Agreements need to be signed and implemented quickly. She conceded that the EU Eastern Partnership is under attack but that it is not extinct yet. In the Eastern Partnership countries there is essentially a conflict of two worlds and the EU wants the countries to make their own choices. Lopo considered the remarkably peaceful transition of Georgia and reiterated the Commission's support for the state and her people. She considers the Association Agreement as an investment for the future and key to Georgia's reform agenda. She closed her contribution by saying that the EU is preparing contingency measures and that the impetus lies with Georgia. The country must adhere to the conditionalities of any agreement including the rule of law.
Responding to questions from the audience, all speakers agreed that, despite the difficulties of the Eastern Partnership policies, backtracking from the Association Agreement and Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement would be more costly.
